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The optimized interaction of short-duration, pulsed lasers with relativistic electron 
beams (inverse laser-Compton scattering) provides a path to unrivaled MeV-scale 
photon source monochromaticity, pulse brightness and flux. In the MeV spectral range, 
such Mono-Energetic Gamma-ray (MEGa-ray) sources can have many orders of 
magnitude higher peak brilliance than even the worldʼs largest synchrotrons (Figure 1). 
They can efficiently  perturb  and excite the isotope-specific resonant structure of the 
nucleus in a manner similar to resonant laser excitation of the valence electron structure 
of the atom. 

Figure	  1.	  	  Peak	  brilliance	  of	  a	  
MEGa-ray	  source	  created	  
from	  interaction	  of	  a	  nC	  
electron	  beam	  and	  a	  1	  J	  
interaction	  laser	  vs.	  the	  APS	  
synchrotron.	  	  Above	  2	  MeV,	  
MEGa-ray	  peak	  brilliance	  
exceeds	  that	  of	  synchrotrons	  
by	  more	  than	  15	  orders	  of	  
magnitude.

This presentation will review the design, optimization and development of past and 
future MEGa-ray machines and will survey the range of nuclear applications being 
pursued with them. It will present in depth the ongoing efforts at the Lawrence 
Livermore National Laboratory  to create compact, tunable (1 MeV to 2.3 MeV), narrow-
band MEGa-ray sources that will have up to 5 orders of magnitude higher flux and 2 
orders narrower bandwidth than existing MEGa-ray machines. Such capability  will be 
transformational to an astonishingly wide variety  of unresolved nuclear problems and 
issues. Examples include: rapid (fractions of a second) detection of concealed nuclear 
material, high precision (<100 parts per million) non-destructive assay of spent nuclear 
fuel assemblies, isotope-specific, high-resolution (~10 micron) imaging of complex 
objects in 3D and simultaneous measurement of the magnitude and direction of moving 
isotopic material in dynamic, multi-component material systems.
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